
 
 
 
African American Registry® 
 
Teacher’s Forum 

•Months/Topics align with basic 
diverse careers, politics, theater, 

STEM, etc.
•Career Choices 85% of our 

articles reference career choices 

through the US Labor Dept.
•Our Internal clock Through 

strategy, teachers can plan for 
holidays, affirmations, or debates.

•Article Links have outgoing 

internal links for deeper research

•Our Careers are aligned with 

three additional themes, (Culture, 
Heritage, and Youth/Views) for 

substance Media/Voices to learn.
•Real Life professions are linked to 

content articles; students 

are connected to choices.
•Over 500 years blending 

centuries with basic themes 
cultivates empathy to others and 

difference.

•365 days Our homepage changes 

content to align daily year-round 
including your birthday.

•Factual content Over 6000 

articles that translate into 52 

languages of diversity in education.

•Search Options cross-referencing 
choices expand all subject 

searching.
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•Identity keywords access 
communities, cultures, and 
nationalities.

•Using Media teachers associate 

cultures with past and current 
content (articles, videos, and social 
media)

•Stereotype Myth Teachers find 

added diversity for their instruction.

•People: allow students to 
recognize and identify their cultural 

characteristics.

•Locations: findings naturally 
mark a learner with time & place, 
(Gettysburg or George Floyd 

Square)

•Episodes: show meaningful 
incidences that connect the 
mortality to the earth to students.

•History is a series of past 

episodes connected with someone 

or something
•Culture is a human intellectual 

achievement viewed collectively, 
the arts and other signs

•Heritage is a birthright or 

individual possession, or 
property

Combined: they address root 
inequity causes to develop a link 

with the past, present, and future.
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INTERSECTIONALITY PEOPLE, LOCATIONS, EPISODESHISTORY+CULTURE=HERITAGE

The Content Configuration and Distribution of African American Registry® Maximizes Educations Potential 
Our content and Teacher’s Forum methods provides educators mentoring and study plans to help build Intelligent respectful bridges to the cultures of their students.

To stay 

current, our 
articles and 

media are 
added or 

updated 

weekly.

Teachers want 
a richer 

resource of 

content and 

pedagogy 

with global 
cultures

Learners see 

themselves and 
others equitably 

and better grasp 

empathy.

Learners add 

social skills to 
their global 

intellect for 
added life 
success.

AFRICAN AMERICAN REGISTRY® PHILOSOPHY of SUCCESS!

https://aaregistry.org/about-us/
https://aaregistry.org/teachers-forum-african-american-history-curriculum/

